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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the existence of ‘‘GOD‘‘. I believe that GOD represents what we call the absolute referential used in physics to establish all the laws of physics.

THE WHITE PAPER/

In this work, I am interesting to demonstrate the existence of ‘‘GOD‘‘. I believe that GOD is just what we call the absolute referential used in physics to establish all the laws of physics. The aim of this work is to demonstrate the existence of ‘‘GOD‘‘. I believe that GOD is just what we call the absolute referential used in physics to establish all the laws of physics. This assumption seems to be good because a referential to be absolute, it must be not seen and not heard and fixed otherwise it cannot be an absolute referential. These characteristics are exactly the ones of our creator ‘‘GOD’’: we cannot see him and we cannot hear him otherwise we will have the possibility to attribute to him a velocity, a wavelength or a frequency which depends of the referential where we are measuring his velocity and his frequency and at this moment he will be relative (or not absolute) like the creatures, which their velocities and their frequencies are measured with respect to other creatures, things or other referential. So GOD must be the absolute referential and the absolute referential must be GOD. The absolute referential or GOD according to me must be very inert or must be an inertial entity (I mean the biggest entity also) and he must have the greatest density to be the most fixed one. The absolute referential or GOD is also unique because the absolute referential must be unique otherwise this referential cannot be considered as an absolute one. GOD is unique and there is no space around him
because he is the Hugest entity (he must contain our universe) and he doesn’t displace since there is no space around him. The notions of time and space are proper only to us, the creatures. Our universe and us are contained in him, or in the volume of GOD. He is exactly surrounding us. Therefore GOD exists and he is unique and he is only the absolute referential that we use to describe the phenomena and their laws in physics and his existence is necessary otherwise the physical universe doesn’t exist.